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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [HI, Harrison has constructed and investigated higher degree forms 
and the Witt-Grothendieck ring of forms. We speculate that the signature 
theory of ordered fields may be extended to the signature theory of par- 
tially ordered fields which will be needed for higher degree forms (cf. [BR], 
[K]). It seems that higher degree forms and the Witt-Grothendieck ring 
have important meaning for it. 
In this paper, we introduce a notion of determinant as an extension of 
ordinary determinant and an invariant of forms. We shall use the ter- 
minologies and notations in [H]. Let R be a commutative ring with iden- 
tity 1. For an R-module E, let 8: E x E x . .. x E -+ R be an r-fold sym- 
metric multilinear form; that is, 0(x,, x2, . . . . x,) = 0(x,(, ), x,(,), . . . . x,(,)) for 
every permutation p of { 1,2, . . . . r} and 8(ax, + byl, x2, . . . . x,) =aO(x,, 
x2, . . . . x,) + MY, 9 x2, ..‘, x,) hold for every x1, y,, x2, . . . . X,E E and a, 
b E R. We call (E, 0) an r-symmetric R-module. (E, 0) is said to be regular if 
x, E E, 0(x,, x1, . . . . x,) = 0 for all x2, . . . . x, E E, implies x1 = 0. In Section 2, 
we define an r-fold matrix of degree n and its determinant, and show that if 
r is even then the determinant has properties similar to ordinary deter- 
minants of matrices; however, if r is odd then the determinant is nearly 
zero. In Section 3, we define a determinant D(E, 0) of an r-symmetric 
K-module (E, e) for a field K, and a notion of k-regular. We propose a 
problem: Does D(E, t9) # 0 imply (E, 6) to be r/2-regular? In Section 4, we 
give an example of 4-symmetric K-modules and some counterexamples. 
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2. DETERMINANT OF AN Y-FOLD MATRIX 
Let n 2 2 and I 2 2 be integers, and F= F(r, n) the set of all mappings 
from { 1, 2, . . . . r} into { 1, 2, . . . . n>. 
For a commutative ring R, we will define an r-fold matrix over R. If for 
any f~ F there corresponds an element ar E R suffixed by A we call this 
correspondence A = (LI~)~, F an r-fold matrix of degree n or n’-matrix over 
R. In this case ur is called thef-component of A. a/ may be also denoted as 
u~(~),~(~),,,.,~(~)). By S, (or S,), we denote the symmetric group of a set 
{ 1,2, . . . . n} (or { 1,2, . . . . Y}). For p E S,, the signature of p is defined as 
usual: sgn p = 1 or - 1 if p is even or odd, respectively. The set F becomes 
an S,-left and S,-right set by pfa(i) = p(f(c(i))), i = 1, 2, . . . . r, for p E S,, 
CJE S,, and SE F. An n’-matrix A = (u,-)~.~ is said to be symmetric if 
a,. = ufO for all CJ E S, and f~ F. For any integer k with 1 5 k 5 r, pi f is 
defined for p E S, and f E F as 
for i#k 
for i=k. 
Then we have pf=pr(p2( . ..(pif).-.)). 
Definition of determinant: For any n’-matrix A = (u~)~~~, an element 
D(A) of R will be called the determinant of A if conditions (Dl ) and (D2) 
are verified: 
(Dl) Let A = (u,)~,~ and B= (bY)/tF be n’-matrices. For an integer k 
with lsksr and PES,, b, = a,,,. for every f E F implies D(B) = 
en @(A 1. 
WY Let A = (& F, B = (Qr, Fy and C= (c~)~,~ be n’-matrices, and k 
and j integers with 15 k 5 r and 1 5 j 5 n. If a, = 6, = cs holds for every 
f E F with f(k) # j, and if ur = cxbf + /?cr holds for every f E F with f(k) = j 
and tl, /I E R, then D(A) = c&(B) + /IO(C) holds. 
By (D2), it is easy to see that if, for some integers i and j with 1 5 i 5 r 
and 1 SJjn, A=(cIJ)~~~ has f-component a,-= 0 for every f E F with 
f(i) = j then D(A) = 0. By r, we denote the set of n-tuples y = 
{ fi, f2, . . . . fn> of elements fk E F such that fk( 1) = k for k = 1, 2, . . . . n. For 
y E r, an n’-matrix E, = (13(r),),, F is defined by 
By I-* we denote the set of elements y = (f,, fi, . . . . fn} E r such that 
f,(i), fi(i), . . . . f,(i) are a permutation of 1, 2, . . . . n, for every i= 2, . . . . r. For 
y E r*, we denote by yi the permutation f,(i), fi(i), . . . . f,(i) of 1, 2, . . . . n, 
i.e., yi(k) = Sk(i). And yf denotes an element of F defined by yf = 
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yI,(yzi( . . . (yJ) . . )). For example, if ek ( E F) denotes a constant mapping 
e,(i) = k, i= 1, 2, . . . . Y, then E = {e,, e2, . . . . e,} belongs to r*. Then an 
n’-matrix E, will be called an n’unit matrix. For y E r*, sgn y denotes the 
product n:= r sgn y,. 
LEMMA 1. For any y E I-, 
(1) 
WE,) = 
0 for y+r* 
w Y DUG) ,for YET*. 
(2) Zf r is odd, then 2D(E,) = 0. 
ProoJ: ( 1) First, we suppose y = { fi , f2, . . . . f,, } 4 r*. There are integers 
i and j such that 1 < i 5 r, 1 5 j 5 n and fk(i) # j for all k = 1,2, . . . . n. 
Then we get 6(~)~= 0 for every f~ F with f(i) =j, so D(E,) = 0. Next, 
suppose y E r *. It follows from (Dl) that D((~(Y)?,)~~~) = 
sgn y, sgn y2 . ..sgn yr D((@y),,,,)) = sgn y D(E,). On the other hand, we 
have E, = (s(~)~,)~~~. Because, if GEE, say f=e,, then we have yf(i) = 
y,(e,(i)) = y,(k)=f,(i) for all i= 1, 2, . . . . r, so yf=fk my. Conversely, if 
yf~y, say yf=fk, then we have yi(f(i))=fk(i) and f(i)=y;‘(fk(i))=k 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . . r, so f E E. Hence, we get (6(y)?,.),. F = E, and D(E,) = 
sgn y D(E,). (2) For any y = (f,, f2, . . ..f.} E r* and ZE S,, we define a 
bijection Y(T): F-+ F and an element y’ of r* as follows; y(z)f = 
Y~~Y;‘i(Y~~Y;‘~( ...(rr~rrp’if)... )I and Y’= {Ye,, Y(T)~z, .. . . of,). 
Then we have y(.r)fk =frck), k = 1, 2, . . . . n, because y(z)fk(i) = 
y,q:‘(f,(i)) = y;(z(k)) = frck)(i) for all i = 1, 2, . . . . r. Hence, we get 
y7 =y. From the definition of 6(y),., it follows that 6(y),=6(y’),,,, = 
6(y’), for every f~ F. Therefore, we get D(E,) = WC&Y )Y(r).f.)fc F) = 
II;=, sgn(y,zy,‘)D(G(~)/)~.~) = (ssnT)‘D(E,) for any TE&, so 
D(E,) = - D(E,), i.e., 2D(E,) = 0. 
Let P = (pi,,) be an ordinary n x n-matrix with (i, j)-component pi,j E R, 
and let there be an n’-matrix A = (u~)~~ F. For any integer k with 1 5 k 5 r, 
an n’-matrix P,i,A is defined as follows: Let p be the cyclic permutation 
p = (1, 2, . ..) n). Then P,QA = (brlfE F, where bf = I$=, pJ(k),pl(f(k))ap’ti, that 
is, iff ( E F) is denoted by (f(l), f(2), . . . . f(r)), then 
‘f = i pf(k),i”(/(lL/(2) ,.... /(k-l),j,f(k+l) ,..., f(r)) 
,=I 
THEOREM 2. For any n’-matrix A = (u~)~~., the following hold: 
(1) D(A)=C,... w Y KIrsy q) D(K). 
(2) Zf r is odd, then 2D(A) =O. 
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(3) Let r be an even integer. If there are integers i, j, and k such that 
1 5 i, j =< n, 1 s k s r, and, for the transposition p = (i, j), ar = a,,/ holds for 
all f E F, then D(A) = 0. 
(4) If P is an ordinary n x n-matrix, then D(PCg,A) = det(P) . D(A) for 
every integer k with 1 5 k 5 r, where det(P) denotes ordinary determinant 
of p. 
Prooj (1) By a computation using (D2), we have D(A) = 
c ysr* Cll~,, +I D(E,), and by Lemma 1, D(A)=C ycr8 se Y 
(I-I;=, af) D(E,). (2) follows from Lemma 1. (3) For a transposition 
P = (i, 8, if A = (q)f, F hasf-component ur = aOtifor all f E F, then we have 
D(A)=C,.,*sgny(rJf.,af)D(E,) = CypT:(sgny(nl-,,a/)+(sgnp~y) 
CKI,,,,, q)) DW = C,,,:(w r<I’I,,, a,) - sgn MI,,, a,,)) D(K) = 0, 
where r,* = {y E r* 1 yk iS an even permutation) and p&y = { pti f,, pi f2, . . . . 
pkf,} for y = ( fi, fi, . . . . f,} E r,*. (4) Let P= (P,,~) be an ordinary n x n- 
matrix. BY a computation, we get D(P,L,A) = C,, sn CI;= 1 Pj,p(j,) 
D((a,u),EF) = CpEsn (II;= 1 Pj,p(j,) w P D((+, d = WP) D(A ). 
For an n’-matrix A = (a,-)fcF and c E R, we set D,(A) = 
c yer* w Y(ITI~~~ af)c. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A = (a,-)leF be an nr-matrix. If r is even, then for any 
CE R, D,(A) satisfies conditions (Dl) and (D2), and D,(E,) = c. On the 
other hand, if r is odd, then for c E R with 2c= 0, D,.(A) also satisfies the 
conditions. 
Proof For any CE R, it is easy to see that D,(A) satisfies condition 
(D2). We shall check for condition (Dl ). For an integer k with 1 5 k 5 r 
andpES,, we have Dc((apl;/)/EF)=CyEr*sgny(nf.,a,~)~. Ifk=l, then 
for any Y = (f,, fi, . . . . fi,}, pi?= (PifP,:, pif,C:,, . . . . Pif$,) is contained 
in r*, (piy)i =p~ip-~=Z, and (Piy)i=yip-l for i# 1. Because 
(Piy)I (j)=pifu:(l) = p(f,f,(l)=p(y,(p-l(j))) = dP-l(j)=jandv for 
if 1, (PiY)i(j)=Pifp-l(i,(i) = f,-l~j,(i)=Yi(P~‘(j)) = yip-‘(j) hold for 
every j= 1, 2, . . . . n. Similarly, if k # 1, then ~a y = (pi fi, pi f2, . . . . pi f,} is 
contained in r* and (piy)k =p .yk and (~dy)~ =yi for i# k hold. Hence, 
we get Sgn(piy)=nj=,sgny,p-‘= (sgn p)‘-’ sgn y and sgn(piy) = 
sgn p . sgn y for k > 1. Therefore, if either r is even, or r is odd and c = -c, 
then Dr((apkf)fe F) = w P . D,(A 1, so the condition (Dl ) is verified. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose r is even, and let A = (af)rsF be an &-matrix. 
(1) D(A)= D(ar,),,,for every (TES,. 
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(2) For the c = 1 identity of R, 
D,(A) = 
WI > 
w Pk fi a(i,p2(i),...,pr(i)) 
P2..--,PrE& k=2 i=l 
= 
w > 
SD Pk det(a(i,j,p3(r) ,..., p,(i))), 
P3. . . . . P, E S” k=3 
where det(a(i,j,p3(i) ,..., p,(i)) ) denotes an ordinary determinant of an n x n-matrix 
with (i,j)-component a(i,j,p,(i),...,p,(i)). 
ProoJ Let A = (af)feF be an n’-matrix, and let o E S,. For any y = 
{fi,fi, . . ..f.> E r*, we set ~0 = {gl, g2, . . . . g,}, where gi=fpci,a 
for p = y~i,( E S,). Then ya belongs to r* and (ye), is given by 
yaci). y;(:, for i = 1, 2, . . . . r. Because, we have (y~)~(k) = fQck,(a(i)) = 
Yr7(i)(P(k)) = Ye(i) .Yo(l) -’ (k) for every k = 1, 2, . . . . n and i = 1, 2, . . . . r. 
Since Ww) = KIi= 1 wb,,,, .Y$,) = (sgn Ye)’ (w Y) = w Y 
and I-*= {Y~IYE~*~ we get D((q&d = CYEr* (wr)KIf.,qJ = 
C,Aw YOKING.,, q) = Cyer8 b-YKIf.r q)=W). (2) For Y = 
{fI, f2, . . . . f,>, each mapping fk is denoted by fk = (fk(l ), fk(2)? . . . . fkcr)) 
= (k, y,(k), . . . . y,(k)). We note that when y runs through r*, yi also 
takes all elements of S, for i = 2, . . . . r. Therefore, we have D,(A) = 
c YST’ w y(&, +) = &.p3 ,..., p,ES, (n;=2 ?zn pi)(rkl a(k,pz(k) ,..., p,(k))). 
Since det(a(i,,,p~(i),...,p,(i))) = CP2ESn (sgn PZ)(IX= I (a(i,p2(i),...,p,(i))), we get 
D,(A) = C,, ,_.., p,.ssn (l-b=3 SW Pk) det(a(i,j,pl(r),...,~,~i~~). 
We shall show that the determinant D(A) of any n’-matrix A can be 
expanded into a sum of the determinants of (n - l)‘-matrices. For a fixed 
element h of F= F(r, n) we set F(h) = {g E F( g(i) #h(i), i = 1, 2, . . . . r}. F(h) 




f(i) for f(i) < h(i) 
f(i)- 1 for f(i) > h(i). 
Through this identification, for any n’-matrix A = (u~)~, F, we may regard 
A(h) = (a,),,.(,, as an (n - 1 )‘-matrix. 
COROLLARY 5. For fixed i and j, 15 i 5 r and 1 i jz n, we set H = 
{fEFlf(i)=j}. Th e d t e erminant of any n’-matrix A = (cz~)~, F is expanded 
as 
D(A) = c (- l)“‘h’ a,, D(A(h)), 
hsH 
where m(h) = C; =, h(k) + r. 
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Proof: We shall only prove the case i = j= 1, since other cases are 
similar. In this proof, r* will be denoted by r,* emphasizing n. For any 
element h in H = {f E Flf( 1) = 11, there exist fi, f3, . . . . fn in F such that 
the n-tuple (h, f2, f3, . . . . f,,] belongs to r,*. We denote by f*(h) the set of 
all (n - 1)-tuples y(h) = (f2, f3, . . . . f,} such that y = {h, f2, f3, . . . . f,} is in 
r,*. Let A = (aJfGF be an n’-matrix. Then, we have D,(A)= 
c ysr; wyFIf~Y~, = C hEH ah(&h en 7 &y@) ad. For dh) = 
{f2, f3, . . . . fH} in T*(h), we identify n,.EyChJ a,. with flreyChi aY. If we put 
g,=S:+,fori=l,2 ,..., n-l, then;1=(g,,g, ,..., g,_i} belongstoT,*-,. 
And conversely any 2 = {g, , g,, .,., g, _ i } in r,*-, determines an element 
y(h) = { f2, f3, . . . . fn} of T*(h). Let & be the permutation of degree n - 1 
defined in the previous manner: J,(i) = g,(k). Then we have 
~k(j)=gi(k)=f:+,(k)= f,+l(k)=Yk(i+l) 
{ 
if Yk(i+ l)<h(k) 
fi+,(k)- 1 =yk(i+ l)- 1 if yk(i+ l)>h(k), 
so we get II, = (n, n - 1, . . . . h(k)) . yk . (1, 2, . . . . n) and sgn 2, = 
C-1) h(k)+’ sgn yk, where (n, n - 1, . . . . h(k)) and (1, 2, . . . . n) denote cyclic 
permutations. On the other hand, the determinant of the (n - l)‘- 
matrix A(k), D(A(h)) = CIEr;_, sgn ;1 &,i uR is identified with 
&,,-;(n;=, (- l)h(k)fl) sgn y flYGyChi cr, where y(h) corresponds to 1 
( E rz- i). Thus, we get D(A) = CheH uh( - l)“‘h’ D(A(h)), where m(h) = 
CC;=, h(k)) + r. 
3. DETERMINANTS OF r-SYMMETRIC K-MODULES 
Let K be a field of characteristic not 2, and L the algebraic closure of K. 
By [HI, an r-symmetric K-module (E, 0) is called nonsingular if 
(E@k L, 0”) satisfies that for y E E, BL(x, y, . . . . y) =0 for all XE EOK L 
implies y = 0. For an integer k with 1 $ ks T, we define a notion 
“k-regular” as follows: (E, 13) is k-regular if and only if for y E E, 
0( y, y, . . . . y, xk + , , . . . . x,) = 0 for all xk + i , . . . . x, E E implies y = 0. 
PROPOSITION 6. For any r-symmetric K-module (E, 19), the following 
hold: 
(1) For 1 <k 5 r, if (E, 0) is k-regular, then it is also (k - l)-regular. 
(2) “l-regular” coincides with “regular”. 
(3) (E, 0) is nonsingular if and only if (EQK L, @) is (r - l)-regular. 
(4) If (E, 0) is 2-regular, then the center Z(E, 8) has no nonzero 
Jacobson radical. 
(5) If(E@, L, 0”) is k-regular, so is (E, t3). 
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(6) Suppose (E, f3) is the orthogonal sum of r-symmetric sub K- 
modules (E,, 0,) and (Ez, 8,). Then (E, 0) is k-regular if and only if so is 
(Ei, ej) for i= 1, 2. 
Proof: Cl), (2), (3), (5) and (6) are easily seen. (4) is shown similarly to 
the statement about nonsingularity in [H], p. 137: If gE Z(E, 19) with 
g2 =O, then WY), g(y), x3, . . . . x,1 = @g2b4 Y, x3, . . . . x,)=0 for all Y, 
x3, . . . . x, E E. Hence, we get g = 0, and the Jacobson radical of Z(E, 0) is 
zero. 
Let (E, 0) be an r-symmetric K-module with a finite rank [E : K] = n, 
and ui, u2, . . . . u, a basis of E over K. An n’-matrix A = (af)feF is called the 
representation matrix of (E, t9) by the basis ui, u2, . . . . u,, if af is given as 
a/= e(ufcl,, ufc2), . . . . urCr,). The matrix is necessarily symmetric. The deter- 
minant D(A) (or D,(A)) of a representation matrix A of the r-symmetric 
K-module (E, 0) will be called the determinant of (E, 0) and be denoted by 
D(E, 6) (or D,(E, 8)). By Theorem 2, (4), D( E, 0) is determined modulo 
the multiple of some nonzero element of K’ = {ar E Kj a E K}. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (E, 0) be any r-symmetric K-module. If D(E, 0) is 
not zero then (E, f3) is regular. 
Proof: Suppose (E, 0) is not regular. There is a nonzero element y E E 
such that B(y, x2, . . . . x,) = 0 for all x2, x3, . . . . x, E E. For a basis u,, 
u2, . . . . u, of E, there is an invertible n x n-matrix P = (P,,~) with y = 
C?=, Pl,juj, so D(f’,i,(e(qcl), q(2), . . . . ~~(~))f~~) =O. Hence, we get 
D(E, t3) = 0. 
We propose the following conjecture: 
( # ) For an r-symmetric K-module (E, e), D(E, 0) # 0 implies that (E, 19) 
is r/2-regular. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (E, 0) be any r-symmetric K-module. 
(1) Zf D(E, 0) # 0, then r is even. 
(2) Zfr=4 and [E: K]=2, then (#) is valid. 
(3) Zf (#) is valid, then D(E,8)#0 and r14 imply Z(E,0) is a 
separable K-algebra. 
Proof: (1) By Theorem 2, (2), D(E, 0) #O implies r to be even. (2) Let 
(E, 0) be a 4-symmetric K-module with [E : K] = 2, and {u, u> a basis of 
E. For convenience, we set 0(u, U, U, u) = a, 0(u, u, U, u) = b, e(u, u, u, 
U) = C, f3(u, v, u, u)=d, and e(u, u, u, u) =e. Then we get D,(E, 0)~ 
ae - 4bd + 3c2. We suppose that D, (E, 8) # 0 and w = xu + yu (x, y E K) is 
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any element of E with 0(w, w, z3, z.,) = 0 for all z3, zq E E. Then x and y are 
elements in K satisfying the simultaneous equations 
ax2 - 2bxy + cy* = 0 (1) 
bx2 + 2cxy + dy’ = 0 (2) 
cx2 + 2dxy + ey2 = 0 (3) 
In the ordinary determinant 
a b c 
A=2 b c d 
cde 
of the coefficients in the above equations, A # 0 implies x= y = 0 
and w = 0. Hence, we may suppose A = 0. Since D,(E, 19) = 
(ae - c2) + 4(c* - bd) # 0, we have either ae - c2 # 0 or c* - bd# 0. In the 
case ae - c* # 0, by an easy computation, we get the following: Eliminating 
x2, y* from Equations (1) and (3), we have 
Using A = 0, 
(2(bc-ad)x+(c’-ae)y) y=O 
x((ae - c”)x + 2(be - cd) y} = 0. 
2(bc - ad) c2-ae 
ae - c2 2(be + cd) 
= (ae - c’) D,(E, 0) # 0, 
hence x = y = 0 and w = 0. In the case c2 - bd # 0, we have the following: 
Eliminating x2, y* from Equations (1) and (2), we have 
{2(b2-ac)x+(cb-ad)y} y=O, (4) 
x((ad-bc)x+2(bd-c’)y}=O. (5) 
Using A = 0, we get 
2(b* - ac) cb-ad 
ad- bc 2(bd- c2) 
= (ac - b2) D,(E, 0). 
Hence, ac- b2 #O implies x= y=O and w=O. Suppose cb-ad=O. It 
follows from Equation (5) that 2(bd- c’) xy = 0 and xy = 0. Since the 
simultaneous equations ax* + cy2 = 0, bx* + dy* = 0, and cx2 + ey2 = 0 hold, 
D,(E, 0) # 0 implies x = y = 0 and w = 0, hence (E, 8) is 2-regular. 
(3) Suppose that ( # ) is valid and D(E, 0) # 0. Since D(EO, L, 0”) = 
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D(E, 0) # 0, it follows that (EaK L, 8”) is 2-regular, and by Proposition 6, 
(4), the Jacobson radical of Z(E@, L, 19”) is zero. By Proposition 4.3 in 
[H], Z(E, 0) is a separable K-algebra. 
4. EXAMPLES 
(1) Let K be a field of characteristic not 2 or 3. Let (I?, b) be a symmetric 
bilinear K-module with [E : K] = n. We define a 4-symmetric K-module 
(E, b2) associated with (E, b) as follows: The symmetric 4-fold multilinear 
form b2: E x E x E x E -+ K is defined by b2(u, v, w, z) = b(u, u) b(w, z) + 
b(u, w) b(v, z)+ b(u, z) b(u, w) for every U, v, w, ZE E. 
PROPOSITION 9. Zf (E, b) is a regular symmetric bilinear K-module, then 
the associated 4-symmetric K-module (E, b2) is also regular. If u,, u2, . . . . 1.4, 
are a basis of E, then we have ~l((b2(~rcl~, q(,), ufc3), u~(~)))~~~w,~J = 
c(n) .det(b(u,, u,))‘, where c(n) is a positive integer depending on n, and 
det(b(u,, uj)) denotes an ordinary determinant of an n x n-matrix with (i, j)- 
component b(u;, u,). 
Proof. Since the characteristic of K is not 2 or 3, if for x E E, b2(x, y, z, 
U) = 0 holds for every y, z, u E E, then b(x, x)’ = (l/3) b2(x, x, x, x) = 0 and 
b(x> Y)' = (1/2)(b2(x, Y, Y, x) - b( x, x)b(y, y))=O hold for all yoE, so 
x = 0 follows. We get (E, b2) to be regular. Let II,, v2, . . . . v, be an 
orthogonal basis of (E, 6). Let P be an invertible n x n-matrix such that 
(u, 3 u2, . ..> u,) = (vr , v2, . . . . v,)P. Then, by Theorem 2, (4), we have 
&Ub2(q(,), uf(2), q(3), qw))/~mnJ = IPI4 JM(b2b/,,,, vf(2), vf(3)r 
u.~(~)))~~~(~,~)). Settingb(v,, vi) =ai, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, we have that b2(vi, vi, vi, 
vi) = 3af, b2(ui, vi, v,, v,) = aiuj for i # j, and otherwise b2(vi, vi, vk, vt) = 0. 
BY Coro~lav 4, (2), it follows that Dl((b2(v.,(1,, ufC2), v/(3), a.fC4)))f6FC4,n)) = 
c p,yEsn w PY .det Ah Y), where 
b2(v,, VI> t’p(l), uycl,) ... b2(v,, u,, up(l), v,(,J 
det A(p, y) = ; 
b2(vn, 01, u,(n), v,(,,) . . b2(v,, v,, v,(n), u,(,,) 
Let I= { 1, 2, . . . . n}, and for p, y E S,, 
I0 =Z&,y)= {iEZ(i=p(i)=Y(i)}, 
1, = I,(p, y) = { iE II i # p(i) = y(i)}, 
Z2 =I,(p, y)= (iEZ)i=p(i)#Y(i)), 
I3 =I,@, y)= {iEZ(i=Y(i)#p(i)}. 
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I,, I,, Z2, and I, are disjoint subsets of Z. Let i be any integer in I. If i is not 
contained in any Zk, then the ith row of A(p, y) is (O,O, . . . . 0). Otherwise, 
the ith row of A(p, y) is 
(0, 0, . . . . 0, 3a:, 0, . ..) 0) for ~EZ~, 
i - I times 
(0, 0, ..-, O9 ui”p(j)9 O, ..*> O) for iEZ1, 
i - 1 times 
(0, 0, ..‘, 0, aiqoq, 0, . . . . 0) for iGZ,, 
y(i) - 1 times 
(0, 0, . . . . 0, aiap(i)> 0, . . . . 0) for iEZ3. 
p(i) - I times 
Accordingly, we get det A(p, y) = 0 if I# u: =0 Zk. Otherwise, if Z= 
U:=,, Zk, from the fact that I, =p(Z,)=y(Z,), Z, =y(Z,), and Z, =p(Z,), we 
get det A@, y) = 3m(p7Y’(sgn py). (ala2 . ..a.,)‘, where m(p, y) denotes the 
number of elements in I&, v). Hence, it follows that D,((b2(u,,,,, u,.(~), 
~~(3), uf(4))fEF(+)) = c(~)(u,u~ ...u,,)~ = c(n) .det(b(ui, Us))‘, where, for T= 
{(p, Y)E S, x S,I Z= U:=, I&, r)}, c(n) is given as a positive integer 
c (P.Y)E T3m(pvy’. Therefore we have D,((b2(q,,,, q(z), Q,), u~~,))/-,~~,,,J = 
c(n) . det(b(u,, ui))‘. 
~OPOSITION 10. For a regular 2-symmetric K-module (E, b), the 
associated kymmetric K-module (E, b2) has the center Z(E, b2) = K. Hence, 
(E, b2) is absolutely indecomposable (cl: p. 136 in [HI). 
Prooj First, we show that the center Z(E, b2) is a field. Let g be a non- 
zero element of Z(E, b’). Since Ker g = {0} if and only if g is invertible 
in Z(E, b’), we suppose Ker g# (01, and we will derive a contradic- 
tion. Identities b2( g(x), y, u, u) = b2(x, g(y), u, u) for all v E E mean 
Mx)> Y)U + bk(x), U)Y + WY, u) g(x) = b(x, g(y)b + W, u)dy)+ 
b(g(y), u)x. Let x be an arbitrary nonzero element in Ker g. Then for any 
Y, ueE we get bk g(y))u + b( x, u) g(y) + @g(y), u)x = O... (*). 
Furthermore, [E : K] 2 3 implies b(x, g(y)) = 0 and g(y) = - b( g( y), u) t 
b(x, u)-ix for some u E E with b(x, u) # 0 and for all y E E. This means that 
[E : K] 2 3 implies Im g = Kx for all x # 0 E Ker g, which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore, [E: K] s 2. On the other hand, g # 0 means [E : K] 
= 2, and we have that b(x, x) # 0 implies g(y) = -2b(x, g(y)) . 
b(x, x)-lx E Kx for all y E E. Let u be an element of E with u 4 Kx, i.e., 
g(u) # 0. Since b(x, g( y))u = - b(x, u) g(y) - b(g( y), u)x holds for all 
YE E, it follows that b(x, x) # 0 implies b(x, g(y)) = 0 for all y E E, and 
g= 0. Hence we get b(x, x) =0 and b(x, u) ~0. It follows from (*) that 
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b(x, g(y))=O, b(x,u)g(y)+b(g(y),u)x=O and g(y)EKx for all yeE. 
Therefore, we get 2b(x, u) g(u) = b( x, U) g(u) + b(g(u), u)x = 0, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, Z(E, b2) is a field. Since Z(E, b2)OK L z 
Z(EOK L, (b2)L) = Z(E@, L, (hL)2) (cf. [H], Proposition 4.3), we get 
[Z(E, b*) : K] = [Z(E@, L, (bL)‘): L] = 1 for the algebraic closure L of 
K, that is, Z(E, b2) = K. 
(2) Counterexamples. Let K be a field with characteristic 0, and (E, 0) 
an r-symmetry K-module with even integer r. 
(i) It is not valid that r/Zregularity of (E, 0) implies D,(E, 0) #O. 
Let (E, 0) be a 4-symmetric K-module with [E : K] = 2. Suppose E = 
Ku@ Ku and 0(u, U, U, u) = -4, 8(0, U, u, u) = e(u, u, u, U) = 2, f3(u, u, u, u) = 
0(u, u, u, u) = 1. Since A = - 16 (cf. the proof of Proposition 7, (2)) (E, 0) is 
2-regular. However, we have D,(E, 0) = 0. 
(ii) It is not valid that D,(E, 0)#0 implies (E, 0) to be ((r/2)+ I)- 
regular. Let (E, 0) be a 4-symmetric K-module such that E = Ku@ Ku, 
Q(u, U, U, U) = e(u, U, U, U) = -7 and O(U, U, u U) = e(u, U, U, U) = e(u, II, U, U) 
= 1. Then (E, 0) is not 3-regular, but D,(E, 0) = 48 # 0. 
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